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Stock#: 97763
Map Maker: Johnston / Blackwood & Sons

Date: 1856
Place: Edinburgh
Color: Hand Colored
Condition: VG
Size: 24.25 x 19.9 inches

Price: $ 125.00

Description:

Early Research on Magnetics and Global Electromagnetism

A nice example of comparative scientific research on magnetism during a global rise in interest and
understanding in this scientific field. 

This 1856 chart, based on research by Edward Sabine and Christopher Hansteen, consists of seven
lithographed maps detailing Earth's magnetic forces. These maps show the entire world and utilize
comparative scientific data from 1787 and 1840 to illustrate the change in global magnetic inclination and
lines of equal declination. 

Two of the more interesting maps are those that use Carl Friedrich Gauss' data and focus on the North
Pole's magnetic declination and inclination. In 1837, Gauss devised a method for measuring magnetic field
strength. The poles were increasingly significant to science as they represented one of the last unexplored
frontiers on Earth. This sentiment, combined with the strange magnetic properties of the North Pole,
explains this inclusion. 

This chart is a wealth of scientific information on the rather niche subject field of magnetism. The 19th
century saw a major boom in geodesy as researchers gained a deeper understanding of the workings of
magnetic fields. The comparison of data from different time periods and sources shows the increasingly
quantitative nature of science in the 1800s while the beautiful mapwork reminds one of the emphasis
placed on cartographic style at this time.
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Detailed Condition:
Two short marginal tears at the bottom edge, one just touching the neatline, and one at left. Minimal
foxing in top margin.


